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Booking Calendar - is the ultimate WordPress booking system. With Booking Calendar your visitors to your site can check availability and make reservations for specific day(s) or
time slots. Your customers can even search available properties or services for specific dates and pay online for their own bookings. You will receive email notifications and can
manage the reservations in the intuitive and powerful booking admin panel. Booking Calendar has topped the list of best booking WordPress plugins. This plugin is one of the oldest
booking plugins and is extremely easy to use. The plugin is also well-documented for easier configuration and use. Booking Calendar has a calendar view for both webmaster and
visitors. The plugin lets you add any appointment or booking form into your websiteâ€™s page or post. While it is extremely powerful yet simple to use, it comes packed with a wide
variety of options that can be configured from its settingâ€™s page. Booking Calendar - original 1st booking plugin for WordPress. Easily receive reservations and show availability in
clean and powerful booking system.Â Your website visitors can check availability of property (like apartment, house, hotel room, etc.) or any service you offer and make a booking in
a minute for a full day(s) or specific timeslot (in Booking Calendar Free version). Different versions of WP Booking Calendar provide hundreds of features to complete almost any
booking functionality for your business. With the Advanced Booking Calendar Plugin we target owners of independent accommodations, who want to manage their bookings on their
own website. Because itâ€™s the best way to keep costs for OTAs low. Download free Plugin. Or take a look at our demo. What makes this plugin the perfect Booking System? Field
proven. Fully integrated. Professional. Analytics Integration. Every booking request is being tracked â€“ even the unsuccessful ones. Whether you need an appointment booking
script, an event calendar script, a web calendar script, or a PHP calendar reservation system, you'll find something on this list. There are lots of reasons you might need a PHP
calendar script. If youâ€™re a service provider, you need an appointment booking system that allows customers to see your availability and select an appointment time and date that
is best for them. This makes it easier for customers to book and cuts down on needless calls to your business.

